
   

     

  Moet Chocolate Extravaganza Hamper
 
£308.37

OUT OF STOCK

Quick Overview
The perfect celebration gift hamper. Our popular top level chocolate
gift hamper is crammed to capacity with chocolate and sugar delights
made by small artisan chocolate producers throughout the UK and
Ireland. To make any celebration that bit more special.

Details
 
The Moet Chocolate Extravaganza Hamper is a hamper with something
for everyone with both alcoholic and non alcoholic drinks. The chocolate
choice in this hamper is amazing for sharing amongst a group, especially
amongst a family group as there are two Sweet Boutique Chocolate Lolly
included and a Lindt chocolate Bunny. There really is something for all
the family in this hamper. The sophisticated pallet is also satisfied with
this hamper with the Pandora Bell 70% Pulp Real Fruit Jellies that has
the taste of fresh fruit bursts in every square and Skelligs Luxury Mint
Creme Ganache Truffle Ballotin where it takes about 5 days to produce
each batch of truffles and many more luxury treats for you to enjoy.
With a colourful colour theme throughout this hamper it will be an
exciting experience to receive and open that will definitely leave the
recipient on your good side. This hamper is packed full of traditional
flavours so will be pleasing for everyone. We understand that with gift
hampers you run the risk of the recipient not liking what is inside, but
the Moet Chocolate Extravaganza Hamper is a very safe bet, especially if
you do not know the recipient well, as long as the recipient is a fan of
chocolate and Champagne, as most people are, they are very likely to
enjoy this gift. This hamper will make a very festive gift at Christmas
time. Anyone would love to receive this gift around Christmas time, with
the chocolate bunny, and the hot chocolate drink pods to help keep you
warm that would pair very nicely with the novelty mallow shapes. We
think this hamper really comes into its own at Christmas. It makes the
perfect Christmas present that the whole family can enjoy together. 
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